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Consumers regularly experience humor while buying and using products, procuring services, and engaging in various consumption experiences, whether watching
a movie or dining with colleagues. Despite an expansive literature on how humor
influences advertisers’ communication goals, far less is known about how humor
appreciation and comedy production influence the likelihood of attaining various
consumption goals, from experiencing pleasure and making better decisions to
staying healthy and building relationships. Drawing on a wide range of findings
from multiple disciplines, we develop a framework for understanding and investigating the different ways in which experiencing and creating laughter and amusement help—and sometimes hurt—consumers reach their goals. The framework
provides key insights into the nuanced role of humor and comedy in consumer
welfare.
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H

umor is widely believed to be beneficial. Business
periodicals prescribe humor as key to effective performance in the workplace (Beard 2014). Gurus and the
popular press preach the wonders of laughter as a medical
cure-all (Cousins 1979; Martin 2001). The website for the
African country of Eritrea describes humor as “a tremendous resource for surmounting problems, enhancing your
relationships, and supporting both physical and emotional
health” (Berhane 2013). An extensive literature examines
how humor influences marketers’ ability to communicate
with consumers. Yet this literature reveals that the effects
of humor are not uniformly positive. Although humorous

advertisements attract attention, for example, they often
fail to achieve other objectives, such as improving brand
attitudes or increasing sales (Gulas and Weinberger 2006;
Scott, Klein, and Bryant 1990; Warren and McGraw
2016a). In the same way that prior inquiries examine factors that affect whether or not marketers reach their goals,
we examine whether or not humor helps consumers reach
their goals.
Goal attainment is a critical area of study for consumer
researchers (Holbrook 1987; Mick 2006). People use products (brands, objects, services, activities, ideas, etc.) as a
means of pursuing an array of consumption goals (Bagozzi
and Warshaw 1990; Holbrook 1987; Van Osselaer and
Janiszewski 2012). Consumers join Tinder to find a date,
purchase study guides to pass a test, and mega-dose
Vitamin C to cure a cold. Consumer researchers, however,
know relatively little about how humor influences consumers’ goal attainment. Can creating a humorous (vs. humorless) dating profile help attract a mate (or at least a date)?
Will reading an amusing (vs. serious) textbook improve
performance on a test? Will laughter help vitamins cure a
cold? We examine a topic that has yet to be addressed
systematically in the literature: how and when does
experiencing laughter and amusement help consumers
reach their goals?
To investigate the effects of humor on consumers’ goal
attainment, we integrate disparate findings, drawing on
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research in advertising and in the complementary fields of
psychology, sociology, anthropology, linguistics, medicine, and neuroscience. Our review suggests that humor’s
effectiveness depends on the type of comedy that triggers
the laugh (i.e., humor style), the efficacy of the humor attempt (i.e., success vs. failure), and whether the consumer’s goal is focused on hedonic (i.e., increased pleasure and
pain reduction), utilitarian (i.e., better health and improved
decision making), or social (i.e., enhanced relationship
quality and quantity) outcomes.
Although humor typically helps make otherwise negative consumption experiences (e.g., waiting in line) more
enjoyable, we propose that its effects on utilitarian and social goals are more nuanced than often portrayed. Humor
can both enhance and detract from consumers’ decision
quality and persistence toward long-term goals. Likewise,
humor is not a cure-all, though some forms of comedy help
consumers struggling with some mental health issues (e.g.,
depression, anxiety disorders). Finally, humor’s effects on
social outcomes, such as being liked or loved, depend on
both the situation and the person’s sense of humor.

FRAMEWORK
Our article offers a revised perspective by shifting the
focus from how humor helps marketers reach their goals to
how humor helps consumers reach their goals (MacInnis
2011). We contribute to the literature in three ways. First,
we define and differentiate between constructs related to
humor that the literature has conceptualized imprecisely
and inconsistently, including comedy, comedy production,
humor appreciation, and sense of humor. Second, we integrate findings from disparate domains to provide a framework that summarizes current knowledge about humor and
builds on this knowledge to delineate a set of propositions
that help explain how and when humor appreciation and
comedy production help consumers reach their goals.
Collectively, the propositions offer a novel integrative
framework for interpreting and building on the humor literature—though individually some propositions summarize
well-documented areas of research. Finally, by identifying
the effects of humor on consumers’ goal attainment, our
framework (a) reveals inconsistencies in the literature, (b)
suggests opportunities for future research, and (c) helps
consumers and policy makers understand how, and when,
to leverage humor as a means to help goal attainment.
Figure 1 illustrates our framework for understanding the
relationship between humor and consumption goals. In
the next three sections, we briefly describe each part of the
framework, including the conceptualization of humor, the
processes through which the humor appreciation and comedy production relate to consumption goal attainment, and
the boundary conditions that moderate the effects on consumption goals. We then integrate findings from existing

literature into 10 propositions that (a) synthesize existing
knowledge regarding how and when humor influences the
attainment of consumption goals, and (b) provide a foundation for future research. To this end, we also highlight gaps
in the literature and speculate on processes that drive the
effects of humor.

CONCEPTUALIZING HUMOR
A challenge of integrating literature on humor is that humor is an umbrella term that describes multiple, related yet
conceptually distinct constructs (Gulas and Weinberger
2006; Martin 2001, 2007; Sternthal and Craig 1973).
Humor can refer to (1) a stimulus that elicits laughter and
amusement (e.g., a joke); (2) a psychological state associated with laughter and amusement (e.g., a response to a
joke); (3) the act of creating something funny (e.g., telling
a joke); and (4) an individual difference in the tendency to
laugh or to amuse others (i.e., a disposition to tell or laugh
at jokes). To address this ambiguity, we use four labels
that denote constructs related to humor, which we respectively refer to as comedy, humor appreciation, comedy
production, and sense of humor (table 1). By using distinct
construct labels, we can more easily interpret a literature
that inconsistently defines, manipulates, and measures
humor.
Humor can refer to something that is, or is intended to
be, funny (Martin 2007; Sternthal and Craig 1973).
Following Stern (1996), we refer to the stimuli (gestures,
sayings, behaviors, sounds, images, videos, etc.) that elicit
or are intended to elicit laughter, amusement, or the perception that something is funny as comedy. Comedy is not
limited to jokes, but includes a wide range of behaviors:
soliloquies, cartoons, facial expressions, and tickle attacks,
which can be communicated face-to-face or via print, traditional media, or increasingly, social media.
Others describe humor not as a stimulus, but as a psychological response or reaction to a stimulus (McGraw and
Warren 2010; Veatch 1998; Wyer and Collins 1992). The
literature suggests that amusement, laughter, and perceived
funniness are the prototypical emotional, behavioral, and
cognitive responses related to humor (Martin 2007;
McGraw and Warren 2010; Veatch 1998; Warren and
McGraw 2015). To distinguish the response to comedy
from comedy itself, we use humor appreciation to denote a
psychological state characterized by amusement, the tendency to laugh, and the perception that something is funny.
A greater intensity of any of the three components (i.e.,
laughter, amusement, or perceived funniness) indicates a
greater degree of humor appreciation. A customer who is
highly amused by a salesperson’s joke, for example, experiences greater humor appreciation than a customer who is
only mildly amused. Although there are instances in which
people laugh without finding something funny or feel
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FIGURE 1

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK ILLUSTRATING HOW HUMOR INFLUENCES THE ATTAINMENT OF CONSUMPTION GOALS.

Humor constructs

Humor appreciation
Amusement
Laughter
Perceived funniness

Process mechanisms
Affective processes
• Mood enhancement
• Arousal

Hedonic effects
• Good experiences become more pleasant (P1)
• Bad experiences become less unpleasant (P2 & P3)
Utilitarian effects
Effects on decision making

Cognitive processes
• Benign appraisal
• Incongruity / violation
appraisal

Comedy production

Effects on Goal Attainment

Signaling processes
• Interest
• Intelligence

Moderating factors
Humor efficacy
Successful / Failed comedy
Humor style
Self-enhancing / Affiliative / Self-defeating / Aggressive
Type of consumption goal
Hedonic / Utilitarian / Social

amused without laughing (Provine 2000), the emotional,
behavioral, and cognitive components of humor appreciation tend to co-occur (Fuller and Sheehy-Skeffington 1974;
Herring et al. 2011; Ruch 1997; Yamao et al. 2015).
Comedy typically involves an agent who creates the
stimulus (i.e., a producer) and people who perceive and react to the stimulus (i.e., an audience). Comedy production
refers to the act of creating a comedic stimulus, such as
writing a funny screenplay, telling a joke to a friend, or
slipping on a banana peel. Note that comedy can be produced either intentionally (e.g., a stand-up bit) or unintentionally (e.g., bloopers; Martin 2007; Wyer and Collins
1992). Like most literature, our inquiry focuses on consequences of intentional comedy production. (Comedy

• Better memory for humorous content (P4a)
• Worse memory for non-humorous content (P4’a)
• Improved creativity (P4b)
• Less careful information processing (P4’b)
Effects on persistence
• Improved persistence via mood enhancement (P5)
• Impaired persistence via arousal (P5’)
Effects on health
• Indirect benefits on physical health (P6)
• Improved emotional aspects of mental health (P7)

Social effects
Effects on persuasiveness
• More attention toward humorous content (P8a)
• Distraction from non-humorous content (P8’a)
• Audience becomes less critical (P8b)
• Message seems less important (P8’b)
• More positive emotions in audience (P8c)
• More negative emotions in audience (P8’c)
Effects on cultivating relationships
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased self-disclosure (P9)
Increased tolerance for disagreement (P9)
Increased social competencies over time (P9)
Stronger relationships from shared humor (P9)
Increased value as a relationship partner (P10)
Easier to navigate contentious interactions (P10)

production can also fail to spur humor appreciation, a distinction we discuss in a later section.)
Finally, humor can refer to a stable individual difference
or personality trait (Greengross and Miller 2009; Hehl and
Ruch 1985). Some people are more easily amused and
more likely to generate laughs than others. We refer to stable differences in the tendency to appreciate humor and
produce comedy as sense of humor (Hehl and Ruch 1985;
Martin 2007).

PROCESS MECHANISMS
Humor influences the attainment of consumption goals
by altering the way that consumers feel, think, or interact
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TABLE 1
CONSTRUCT DEFINITIONS

Construct

Definition

Constructs related to humor
Comedy
Comedy production
Humor appreciation

Sense of humor
Types of comedy
Humor styles
(Martin et al. 2003)

Affiliative
Aggressive
Self-enhancing
Self-defeating

Humor efficacy

Successful comedy
Failed comedy

A stimulus that elicits or is intended to
elicit humor appreciation
Creating a stimulus that generates laughter, generates amusement, or is perceived to be funny
A psychological response characterized
by amusement, the tendency to laugh,
and the perception that something is
funny
Stable individual differences in the extent
to or manner in which people produce
and consume comedy
Positive comedy intended to improve
group cohesion
Negative comedy that disparages others
in attempt to improve personal wellbeing
Benevolent comedy intended to improve
personal well-being
Self-disparaging comedy intended to
earn approval or liking from others
A stimulus that is intended to elicit humor
appreciation that does so
A stimulus that is intended to elicit humor
appreciation but that fails to do so

with one another. These affective, cognitive, and behavioral processes, in turn, influence consumers’ goal attainment. Importantly, a comedic stimulus does not necessarily
need to be related to a goal for humor to influence goal attainment. For example, for someone trying to lose weight,
jokes about dieting would be substantively related to the
weight loss goal, whereas jokes about a celebrity’s incompetence would be unrelated to the weight loss goal.
Nonetheless, hearing a joke about a celebrity may also influence the consumer’s weight loss, if, for instance, she
heard the joke during a run and the ensuing amusement
caused her to run longer.
In the judgment and decision-making literature,
researchers use the term integral to describe the effects of
emotion generated by the object being judged, and the term
incidental to describe the effects of emotion generated by
stimuli that are irrelevant or unrelated to the object being
judged (Cavanaugh et al. 2007; Han, Lerner, and Keltner
2007; Cohen, Pham, and Andrade 2008). Although we are
interested in the effects of humor on goal attainment, rather
than judgments or decisions, per se, we apply the integral/
incidental distinction to help differentiate the effects of humor that is substantively related or integral to a focal goal
from effects of humor that is unrelated or incidental to the
focal goal. The affective, cognitive, and signaling

Example
A Yelp review of a restaurant that
amuses readers
A consumer writes a Yelp review of a
restaurant that amuses readers
A consumer is amused while reading
Yelp reviews
Consumer A tends to be more amused
by Yelp reviews than Consumer B
Laughing with friends about a recent restaurant experience
Laughing about the incompetence or stupidity of a restaurant in a Yelp review
Laughing to yourself after reading a pun
in a Yelp review
Laughing about your own stupidity or incompetence with friends at a
restaurant
A Yelp review that readers perceive to be
funny
A Yelp review that is intended to be
amusing but that readers think is
stupid instead of funny

mechanisms discussed below can be integral or incidental
to goal attainment.

Mechanisms Driving the Effects of Humor
Appreciation
Affective Mechanisms. Humor appreciation involves
amusement, an emotion characterized by positive valence
and high arousal. Many of the effects of humor appreciation on goal attainment occur because humor appreciation
lifts consumers’ mood or increases their arousal. Emotions,
such as amusement, are typically brief experiences with
identifiable origins—such as the appreciation of a joke.
Emotions, however, also produce ambient affective states
(i.e., moods) and levels of arousal that have the potential to
influence subsequent judgments and behaviors (Han et al.
2007; Schwarz and Clore 1983). Thus, these affective
mechanisms can have both integral and incidental effects
on goal attainment. For example, hearing a funny story on
a date could boost the consumer’s mood and level of
arousal, which would influence her interest in her date and
likelihood of going on a second date, effects which would
be integral to her goal of finding a romantic partner.
However, the mood and arousal from the date’s funny story
might also influence how much the consumer eats
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(Fedorikhin and Patrick 2010; Gardner et al. 2014), resulting in an incidental effect on a weight loss goal.
Cognitive Mechanisms. Emotions, including amusement, also influence judgments and decisions by altering
how consumers appraise their environment and the stimuli
they encounter (Han et al. 2007). An emerging literature
suggests that humor appreciation is associated with two
distinct appraisals: (a) something is incongruous, threatening, or wrong (i.e., a violation appraisal), and (b) things are
safe, harmless, acceptable, nonserious, or okay (i.e., a benign appraisal; Gervais and Wilson 2005; McGraw and
Warren 2010; Ramachandran 1998; Veatch 1998; Warren
and McGraw 2015; Warren and McGraw 2016b). A violation appraisal refers to a perception that something threatens one’s sense of how things should be, whereas a benign
appraisal occurs when everything seems normal, acceptable, or okay (McGraw and Warren 2010; Veatch 1998).
Violations include the threat of harm (e.g., slapstick) as
well as threats to a person’s identity (e.g., insults), cultural
norms (e.g., unusual clothing), communication norms (e.g.,
sarcasm), linguistic norms (e.g., wordplay), and logic (e.g.,
absurdities).
A benign violation perspective on humor suggests that
humor appreciation can influence consumers by causing
them to reappraise (a) an apparently normal situation as
containing something wrong (i.e., a violation appraisal), or
(b) an apparently threatening situation as being okay (i.e., a
benign appraisal). These appraisals can influence both
reactions to the comedic stimulus itself (integral effects)
and to unrelated behaviors (incidental effects). For example, listening to a funny story on a first date might help a
consumer appraise her date as being less threatening,
which might make her more comfortable when the date
flirts with her (an integral effect on a mating goal).
Alternatively, hearing a funny story may make the prospect
of breaking her diet by eating an unhealthy food seem
harmless (an incidental effect on a weight loss goal).
Signaling Mechanisms. Finally, humor appreciation
can signal information to others about our interests, intentions, attributes, and characteristics. In particular, laughter
appears to signal (a) interest in continued social interaction
(Gervais and Wilson 2005; Matsusaka 2004), and (b) ability to detect and understand the humor (Flamson and
Barrett 2008). Thus, humor appreciation can also influence
goal attainment by signaling interest or by signaling intelligence. As with the aforementioned affective and cognitive
mechanisms, these effects can be integral or incidental to
the consumer’s focal goal. For example, a consumer who
laughs at her date’s story may implicitly indicate she is
enjoying herself and suggests a second date is (still) a possibility, increasing the likelihood that the pair becomes a
couple (an integral effect on a mating goal). Alternatively,
by laughing at a movie, a consumer on a date may signal
interest in the movie and having the intelligence to
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understand it, which could be a turn-on for her date,
thereby increasing the likelihood that the pair becomes a
couple (an incidental effect on the consumer’s mating
goal).

Mechanisms Driving the Effects of Comedy
Production
Indirect Mechanisms. Successful comedy production
often influences a consumer’s goal attainment indirectly by
eliciting humor appreciation, either in people with whom
the consumer is interacting (i.e., other-amusement) or in
the consumer herself (i.e., self-amusement). For example,
telling a funny story on a first date might help a consumer
land a second date either by amusing her date (which
would enhance the date’s mood, increase the date’s
arousal, change the date’s appraisals, etc.) or by amusing
herself (which would enhance her mood, increase her
arousal, etc.). In both cases, the effects of comedy production would be mediated by humor appreciation, either by
the producer (self-amusement) or audience (otheramusement).
Signaling Mechanisms. Comedy production can also
influence a consumer’s goal attainment by conveying information about the producer. Comedy production, like humor appreciation, can signal interest in continued social
interaction (Li et al. 2009), and also intelligence
(Greengross and Miller 2011), which would likely help
consumers attain a variety of objectives. For example, telling a funny story on a date could help a consumer land a
second date both because it lets her partner know that she
is interested and because it makes her seem more intelligent. It is possible that the signals that consumers send by
producing comedy may influence their goal attainment directly, independent of any indirect effects through humor
appreciation, although we are not aware of research that
has tested this possibility.

MODERATING FACTORS
Our framework also identifies factors that moderate the
effects of humor appreciation and comedy production on
goal attainment. The first moderator, which we term humor
efficacy, refers to how comedic stimuli such as jokes,
quips, images, and videos vary dramatically in the extent
to which they elicit laughter and amusement (Flaherty,
Gulas, and Weinberger 2004; Gulas and Weinberger
2006). The second moderator, comedy type, refers to the
different forms that comedy can take Puns, knock-knock
jokes, insults, sitcoms, cartoons, slapstick, memes, mimes,
and even public executions all potentially evoke laughter
and amusement (Provine 2000; Warren and McGraw
2015). The third moderating factor indicates that humor
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can have different effects depending on the type of consumption goal.

Humor Efficacy: Successful Versus Failed
Comedy
As anyone who has ever bombed telling a joke can attest, attempts to produce comedy do not always go as
planned. Successful comedy production requires that the
audience laughs, feels amused, thinks something is funny,
or, ideally, exhibits all three reactions. Yet jokes frequently
fall flat, and attempts to be witty can trigger outrage instead of laughs. We use the term failed comedy to describe
attempts to be funny that do not elicit humor appreciation
in the audience.
The literature consistently finds that failed comedy production is less likely to facilitate goal attainment than successful comedy. Survey participants reported greater
negative hedonic states and lower levels of self-esteem after recalling a failed attempt to produce comedy than after
recalling a successful attempt (Williams and Emich 2014).
Similarly, telling jokes that don’t amuse an audience
results in the joke-teller being seen as having lower competence compared to one who tells successful jokes (Bitterly,
Brooks, and Schweitzer 2017). Moreover, communications
attempting but failing to be funny are less likely to persuade the audience than communications that successfully
elicit humor appreciation (Flaherty et al. 2004; Warren and
McGraw 2013). Instead of helping consumers reach their
goals, failed comedy prompts negative responses, including disgust, fear, or outrage (Beard 2008; Bell 2009;
Smeltzer and Leap 1988). Thus, the positive effects of
comedy production on goal attainment that we discuss later
in the article are unlikely to occur if the attempt to produce
comedy fails to actually amuse the audience.

Humor Styles: Aggressive, Self-Defeating, SelfEnhancing, and Affiliative
Another factor that moderates the effects of humor is the
type of comedy that triggers laughter and amusement.
There are many ways to categorize comedy (Kelly and
Solomon 1975; Long and Graesser 1988; Speck 1987).
One popular categorization is the taxonomy of humor
styles, which describes different ways that people produce
comedy and appreciate humor (Martin et al. 2003). On one
dimension, people attempt to create comedy in order either
to enhance themselves or to improve their relationships
with others. Orthogonally, comedy can either be relatively
uplifting (i.e., positive) or disparaging (i.e., negative).
Crossing the intended beneficiary with positivity/negativity yields four prototypical styles: aggressive, selfdefeating, self-enhancing, and affiliative (Martin et al.
2003). Aggressive comedy refers to negative comedy
designed to improve personal well-being by disparaging
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another person or group (e.g., teasing or laughing at someone else). Self-defeating comedy refers to self-disparaging
comedy intended to earn approval or liking from others
(e.g., telling an embarrassing story or laughing at oneself).
Self-enhancing comedy refers to benevolent comedy aimed
at improving personal well-being (e.g., jumbling an assortment of words into a poem or finding humor in the absurdities of life). Finally, affiliative comedy refers to positive
comedy intended to improve group cohesion (e.g., creating
a humorous handshake or laughing with others). As we
document, producing and appreciating negative comedy
(i.e., aggressive and self-defeating) often has different
effects than producing and appreciating positive comedy
(i.e., self-enhancing and affiliative; Samson and Gross
2012).

Consumption Goal
Consumers use products, procure services, and pursue
activities to satisfy one or more goals (Bagozzi and
Warshaw 1990; Van Osselaer and Janiszewski 2012). We
define goal broadly as any source of motivation, regardless
of whether it is short-term or long-term in focus, related to
approach or avoidance, conscious or unconscious, learned
or innate, intrinsically rewarding or instrumental to reaching another goal (Huang and Bargh 2014; Kruglanski et al.
2002; Laran, Janiszewski, and Salerno 2016; Van Osselaer
and Janiszewski 2012).
Just as humorous advertising helps marketers capture attention but may not affect sales (Eisend 2009; Gulas and
Weinberger 2006), the effects of humor appreciation and
comedy production on the outcome of a consumption experience similarly depend on the goal that the consumer is
pursuing. Reading a humorous textbook may facilitate a
student’s goal to have fun, but impair his goal to comprehend a difficult chapter in the book. Similarly, telling jokes
to the receptionist at a dentist’s office might help a patient
make a new friend, but does little to repair a cavity. Thus,
understanding the effects of humor appreciation and comedy production requires a framework for categorizing the
different types of consumption goals that consumers
pursue.
Broadly speaking, people consume in attempt to satisfy
three different types of goals: hedonic, utilitarian, and social. Scholars have used different labels for these three
goal categories (Park et al. 1986; Park et al. 2013; Richins
1994; Sheth, Newman, and Gross 1991). Hedonic goals
have been referred to as enticing, enjoyment, emotional,
and experiential goals. Utilitarian goals have been referred
to as enabling, functional, and instrumental goals. Social
goals have been referred to as enriching, symbolic, interpersonal, and self-expressive goals. Although there exists
no universally accepted taxonomy of consumer goals, our
organization of goals into these three categories is consistent with agreement among scholars that consumers are
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motivated to maximize pleasure and minimize displeasure
(i.e., hedonic goals), attain instrumentally beneficial outcomes (i.e., utilitarian goals), and successfully navigate
relationships with others (i.e., social goals; Park et al.
1986; Park et al. 2013; Richins 1994; Sheth, Newman, and
Gross 1991). In addition, consistent with goal research,
these goal categories operate at different levels of analysis
(Chulef, Read and Walsh 2001), allowing us to make inferences about the effect of humor at the intra-individual,
inter-individual, and group levels of analysis.
Hedonic Goals. One reason that consumers use products, purchase services, and pursue experiences is for simple pleasures (Park et al. 1986; Park et al. 2013). Hedonic
goals refer to the desire to maximize pleasure and minimize pain (Alba and Williams 2013; Mellers 2000).
Consumers eat cookies, listen to music, smoke cigarettes,
and lounge on the beach in part because these experiences
are pleasurable. Hedonic goals are guided by emotions and
motivate the consumer to feel good (and avoid feeling bad)
in the moment, with fewer concerns about long-term consequences (Chang and Pham 2013; Hoch and Loewenstein
1991). Put another way, by pursuing hedonic goals, individuals seek to change temporary emotional and experiential states, and therefore can be characterized as operating
at the within-person level of analysis. We thus investigate
the effects that humor appreciation and comedy production
have on intra-individual changes in (a) the extent to which
consumers experience positive emotions (including pleasure), and (b) the extent to which consumers experience
negative emotions (including pain).
Utilitarian Goals. Focusing on immediate pleasure and
pain can prevent consumers from optimizing long-term
well-being (Baumeister 2002; Hoch and Loewenstein
1991). Consequently, consumers are motivated not only by
altering relatively temporary hedonic states, but also by altering more stable elements of their lives (Dhar and
Wertenbroch 2000; Hoch and Loewenstein 1991; Park
et al. 2013). Consumers go to work, do yoga, and visit the
dentist in part because these consumption experiences offer
long-term, functional benefits to stable characteristics of
the individual, such as their health and their wealth. For example, dieters can pass over the pleasure of a tasty dessert
in order to lose weight, just as smokers can resist the urge
to smoke on a nonsmoking flight in order to avoid a fine.
Thus, in contrast to hedonic goals, utilitarian goals can be
characterized as operating at the individual level of analysis, whereby the purpose of the goal is to change levels of
relatively stable characteristics of the person (as opposed
to transient hedonic states).
In order to effectively reach long-term objectives, consumers need to solve marketplace problems effectively and
resist the urge to succumb to an easier or more immediately pleasurable temptation rather than persisting toward
their objective. Utilitarian goals help consumers reach
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outcomes that are desirable but that require planning, selfregulation, goal monitoring, and repeatedly performing
goal-consistent behaviors over a period of time
(Baumeister 2002; Campbell and Warren 2015; Carver and
Scheier 1998). In the section on utilitarian goals, we thus
investigate the effects of humor appreciation and comedy
production on a number of factors that influence consumers’ ability to (a) persist toward long-term goals, particularly within the domains of physical and mental health, and
(b) effectively solve marketplace problems, including accurately remembering information, finding creative solutions, and carefully processing information.
Social Goals. Humans are social creatures; they depend on one another to survive and procreate.
Consequently, consumers also pursue a range of social
goals, including persuading others, forming alliances (i.e.,
affiliation), gaining status and esteem, and attracting lovers
(Griskevicius, Haselton, and Ackerman 2015; Kenrick
et al. 2010; Park et al. 2013). Consumers negotiate offers
and flirt with night-club bouncers because they hope to
convince other people to do something (e.g., receive a better price or let them into the club, respectively). They similarly join dating services, wear football jerseys, and post on
Facebook in part because these consumption experiences
help them forge an identity as well as form and maintain
relationships.
Social goals share characteristics with both hedonic and
utilitarian goals. One, attaining social goals typically triggers positive emotions (e.g., love, pride), whereas failing to
attain social goals typically triggers negative emotions
(e.g., loneliness, shame). Two, social encounters and their
outcomes influence both immediate and long-term pleasure
and pain. In contrast to the other two goal types, however,
these goals are distinctly related to changes within dyads
and groups, such as an enhanced liking in a friendship or
improved understanding in a workgroup. Thus, social goals
occur at a dyadic or group level of analysis, whereby the
purpose of the goal is to change either one’s standing
within a group or the standing of the group itself. We thus
categorize social goals broadly to include a wide range of
objectives conducive to (a) influencing others, (b) crafting
a valued social identity, and (c) forming and maintaining
different types of relationships, including forging partnerships, finding friends, attracting mates, retaining partners,
and caring for family members (Anderson, Hildreth, and
Howland 2015; Baumeister and Leary 1995; Griskevicius
et al. 2015; Kenrick et al. 2010).
In the following sections, we apply the components of
our framework to understanding the effects of humor on
the attainment of hedonic, utilitarian, and social consumption goals. Unless otherwise noted, we expect that these
effects can be either integral or incidental.
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HUMOR EFFECTS ON HEDONIC GOALS
Hedonic goals influence a wide range of consumption
behaviors, from what consumers eat to where they spend
their vacation (Holbrook and Hirschman 1982). We review
evidence that humor appreciation facilitates hedonic goal
pursuit by enhancing positive feelings (e.g., excitement,
happiness) and attenuating negative feelings (e.g., anxiety,
pain) across a variety of contexts. Comedy production also
facilitates hedonic goals, but effects depend on comedy
style.

Humor Appreciation Shapes Affective Responses
to Consumption
Research suggests three processes by which humor appreciation facilitates hedonic goals: (a) increasing positive
emotions, (b) attenuating negative emotions, and (c) reducing pain.
Amusement, the affective component of humor appreciation, is a positive emotion (Martin 2007; McGraw and
Warren 2010). Positive emotions directly enhance hedonic
goals by triggering feelings of pleasure (Frijda 1993).
Research in neuroscience confirms that exposure to humorous jokes, cartoons, and video clips activates brain regions
associated with pleasure, including the mesolimbic dopaminergetic reward system (Mobbs et al. 2003; Neely et al.
2012). For example, exposure to line drawings with funny
descriptions (e.g., “Germs avoiding a friend who caught
antibiotics”) triggered higher levels of activation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), an area associated with perceiving unexpected rewards, than exposure to the same
drawings with neutral descriptions (e.g., “A plethora of
dots arranged concentrically around a single dot”; Neely
et al. 2012). Similarly, lab participants reported an elevated
positive mood after completing an exercise in which they
were asked to “laugh hilariously for one minute” (Foley,
Matheis, and Schaeffer 2002). Other studies find that
merely hearing laughter can boost feelings of pleasure. For
example, studies have found that adding a laugh track to a
comedy show increases laughter (Furnham et al. 2011; but
see Gillespie, Mulder, and Leib 2016).
Laughter and amusement also reduce the negativity of
aversive experiences. For example, after a negative mood
induction, listening to stand-up comedy helped participants
return to a neutral, baseline mood more quickly than listening to a nonhumorous lecture (Danzer, Dale, and Klions
1990). Humor appreciation similarly expedites recovery
from a range of psychological threats, such as the death of
a spouse (Keltner and Bonanno 1997) or negative feedback
about one’s intelligence (Geisler and Weber 2010). For example, participants who watched a humorous video after a
stressful cognitive task (unsolvable anagrams) reported
lower stress than participants who watched a nonhumorous
video (Abel and Maxwell 2002).
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Humor appreciation can even reduce pain. Participants
could withstand higher levels of pressure around their arm
after listening to an audio recording of stand-up comedy
than after other activities, including listening to an Edger
Allen Poe story (Cogan et al. 1987). Other studies have
replicated the link between humor appreciation and pain
tolerance using different humor manipulations and pain
measures (Weaver and Zillmann 1994; Zillmann et al.
1993).
There are two processes by which humor appreciation
could attenuate negative hedonic experiences. One is simply by enhancing the consumer’s mood (Martin 2001). If
positive mood were the sole process by which humor appreciation reduces negative hedonic experience, then the
effect of humor appreciation should mimic the effects of
other positive emotional experiences. However, research
reveals that humor appreciation more effectively alleviates
negative emotions and pain than other positive experiences. Watching humorous videos decreased lab participants’
distress and anxiety compared to watching hopeful videos
(Moran 1996; Szabo 2003). Similarly, participants reported
less intense negative emotions after viewing unpleasant
photographs from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS) if they later read humorous sentences (e.g.,
“Two can live as cheaply as one, but it costs twice as
much”) than if they later read equally positive nonhumorous sentences (e.g., “When two people are in love, they
can live as cheaply as one”; Strick et al. 2009). Finally, surgery patients who watched four humorous movies subsequently consumed fewer minor analgesic products (e.g.,
aspirin) than patients who watched four entertaining but
nonhumorous movies (Rotton and Shats 1996).
Evidence that humor appreciation attenuates negative
feelings and pain better than other positive experiences
suggests that humor appreciation facilitates hedonic consumption goals via other processes in addition to mood enhancement. One possibility is that humor appreciation also
facilitates hedonic goals by helping consumers reappraise
the experience as benign (Gervais and Wilson 2005;
McGraw and Warren 2010; Rothbart 1973). Humor appreciation may thus attenuate negative hedonic experiences
(distress, anxiety, pain, etc.) more than other positive emotions by helping consumers reappraise these aversive experiences as being less troublesome.
The above research suggests that pairing humor appreciation with consumption provides a tool for enhancing the
positive hedonic aspects of a wide variety of consumption
experiences. For instance, hearing a humorous story can
trigger mPFC activation, thus making an already fun concert or dinner party even more enjoyable. A good joke or a
laugh may also help consumers cope with dissatisfactory
or otherwise unpleasant consumption experiences, such as
a flat tire, air travel, or a rude salesperson (McGraw,
Warren, and Kan 2015). Moreover, because consumers often find themselves in unpleasant or painful situations
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while trying to pursue their goals, humor appreciation
could be an especially helpful way to improve the hedonic
aspects of negative consumption experiences. Dieters feel
pain due to hunger, athletes suffer from soreness, and medical patients endure painful symptoms and treatments.
Consumers also subject themselves to discomfort to appear
attractive (e.g., high heels, neckties) or be initiated into a
new social order (e.g., bloodletting rituals of the Matausa
tribe in Papua New Guinea; hazing rituals in a prototypical
American fraternity). At least one study supports the notion
that amusement and laughter might reduce discomfort: students who scored higher on a sense of humor scale experienced less anxiety while taking a math test (Ford et al.
2004).
P1: Humor appreciation makes positive consumption experiences more pleasant by improving consumers’ mood.
P2: Humor appreciation makes negative consumption experiences less unpleasant by (a) improving consumers’ mood
and (b) helping them reappraise the experience as benign.

Comedy Production Shapes Affective Responses
to Consumption Experiences
Comedy production can help mitigate negative emotional reactions to unpleasant experiences (Lefcourt and
Martin 1986; Newman and Stone 1996). For example, participants who humorously narrated a silent video of a painful circumcision ritual reported less negative emotions and
showed fewer signs of distress than participants who created a nonhumorous narrative (Lefcourt and Martin 1986).
Similarly, field studies report that emergency service professionals regularly joke about suffering and death in order
to cope with the traumatic experiences they encounter
(Rowe and Regehr 2010). Comedy production also appears
to ameliorate pain. Participants who humorously narrated a
silent video about industrial safety felt less tension and
showed reduced psychophysiological reactivity than participants who created serious narration (Newman and Stone
1996). Similarly, participants instructed to humorously
comment on a Mr. Bean film subsequently kept their hand
submerged in ice water for longer than participants who
watched the same video in silence (Zweyer, Velker, and
Ruch 2004).
Not all comedy production is equally effective at improving hedonic states. People who produce positive (i.e.,
affiliative or self-enhancing) comedy tend to report higher
levels of cheerfulness and fewer negative moods, whereas
a tendency to produce aggressive comedy is unrelated to
hedonic states (Martin et al. 2003). Moreover, a tendency
to produce self-defeating comedy correlates with more intense bad moods, which suggests that some types of comedy production may thwart hedonic goals (Martin et al.
2003). Frequent use of self-defeating and aggressive comedy (but not a positive comedy style) increased the extent
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to which romantic couples felt negative emotions such as
embarrassment (Hall 2011). Experiments manipulating
comedy style reveal similar results. Participants instructed
to produce positive comedy while viewing aversive IAPS
images reported more positive emotions and fewer negative emotions than participants who produced negative
comedy while viewing the images (Samson and Gross
2012).
We suggest three processes by which comedy production could facilitate hedonic consumption goals. One process is that comedy production, like humor appreciation,
could directly improve the mood of the consumer.
However, the lack of evidence that comedy production
improves positive experiences casts doubt upon a simple
mood enhancement mechanism. A second process is that
producing positive comedy could help consumers reappraise a negative experience as less bad (Samson and
Gross 2012). Making absurd jokes about waiting in line for
hours (i.e., self-enhancing comedy) to buy a new iPhone
could improve the experience, whereas joking about how
dumb it is not to order the phone online (i.e., self-defeating
comedy) could increase frustration. A third process is that
comedy production could influence hedonic goals indirectly by altering the way that other people interact with
the comedy-producing consumer. Sending a funny valentine, for example, may make the receiver more affectionate, which could make the sender feel better.
In sum, existing research suggests that producing affiliative and self-enhancing comedy makes negative consumption experiences more tolerable. Yet the processes driving
this effect remain unclear. Nonetheless, the implications
are clear: if consumers produce positive comedy, then
sending a humorous tweet or funny selfie may help stave
off boredom at a dull party, just as cracking a witty joke
may attenuate anxiety and fear while waiting for medical
test results.
P3: The production of affiliative and self-enhancing comedy
makes negative consumption experiences less unpleasant.

HUMOR EFFECTS ON UTILITARIAN
GOALS
Utilitarian goals, such as passing an exam or fighting
disease, motivate a range of consumption behaviors, from
buying textbooks to working out (Baumeister 2002;
Baumgartner and Pieters 2008). The literature suggests that
humor appreciation and comedy production influence the
attainment of three types of utilitarian goals: making good
decisions, persisting toward long-term objectives, and improving health. Although research suggests various mechanisms by which humor influences decision making,
persistence, and health, whether (and when) humor appreciation ultimately helps or hurts decision making,
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persistence, and health is less clear. Thus, we identify
countervailing propositions about how humor appreciation
and comedy production can either enhance or inhibit consumers’ attainment of utilitarian goals.

Humor Appreciation Influences Decision
Making
Humor appreciation affects decision making by altering
(a) memory, (b) information processing, and (c) creativity.
Memory. Remembering marketplace information, such
as where to find an honest mechanic, the cost of a laptop,
or which ice cream is tastiest, helps consumers make decisions without searching for more information (Alba and
Hutchinson 1987; Brucks 1985). Humorous stimuli are easier to remember than nonhumorous stimuli (Carlson 2011;
Eisend 2009; Schmidt 1994; Strick et al. 2010). In a field
study, consumers were more likely to recall print advertisements for liquor brands when the advertisements were humorous (Madden and Weinberger 1982). Other research
reveals that humorous content similarly increases the likelihood that consumers remember radio (Cantor and Venus
1980) and television ads (Murphy, Cunningham, and
Wilcox 1979). In all of these cases, the effect of humor appreciation is integral to, or related to, the marketplace stimulus that the consumer wants to remember.
Interestingly, the improved memory for humorous information comes at the expense of memory for nonhumorous
content in the same environment—presumably because humorous stimuli attract attention away from nonhumorous
stimuli. For example, experimental participants were more
likely to remember humorous sentences than nonhumorous
sentences when both types of sentences were in the same
list (Schmidt 1994). Another study consistently found that
although ads themselves are easier to remember when they
are humorous, consumers were less likely to remember the
product in humorous ads than in nonhumorous ads (Hansen
et al. 2009). In sum, although integral humor appreciation
improves memory, incidental humor appreciation tends to
hurt memory because humorous content distracts consumers from nonhumorous information.
Humor appreciation influences memory through both
affective and cognitive mechanisms. Comedy is emotionally arousing (Martin 2007; Rothbart 1973). For example,
cartoons that participants considered funnier were more
likely to trigger physiological indicators of arousal, including heart rate and skin conductance (Langevin and Day
1972). Moreover, arousing stimuli are remembered better
than less arousing stimuli (Bradley et al. 1992; Dunsmoor
et al. 2015; Kensinger and Corkin 2004). Humor appreciation is thus similar to other arousing emotional experiences
(e.g., fear) in that it directs consumers’ attention toward
emotionally arousing stimuli (jokes, predators, etc.) at the
expense of less arousing stimuli. Most comedy is also
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perceived to be incongruous, and incongruous stimuli are
more likely to attract attention than expected stimuli
(Hastie and Kumar 1979; Strick et al. 2010). In most situations, these affective and cognitive mechanisms go together because appraising something as being incongruous
(i.e., violation appraisal) increases arousal (Alden,
Mukherjee, and Hoyer 2000; Rothbart 1973).
Although humor appreciation may not improve memory
in general, consumers could improve their memory by associating selective information with something humorous.
Mnemonic devices often do just this by forming humorous
sentences to help people remember information, such as
the notes on a six-string guitar (e.g., Every Acid Dealer
Gets Busted Eventually) or unreliable car brands (e.g.,
Fixed Or Repaired Daily; Failed Italian Automotive
Technology). On the other hand, humor appreciation might
instead impair decision making by shifting consumers’
memory away from more serious marketplace information,
like the details of a product warranty or health warning,
toward more amusing but less diagnostic information, such
as an endorser (e.g., Amex’s Tina Fey) or tagline (e.g.,
“Nothing runs like a Deere”).
Information Processing. Consumers make better
choices when they base their decision on diagnostic rather
than irrelevant information (Lynch, Marmorstein, and
Weigold 1988). Studies suggest that humor appreciation
can reduce the extent to which consumers scrutinize and
use diagnostic information (Griskevicius, Shiota, and
Neufeld 2010; Moyer-Guse, Mahood, and Brookes 2011;
Strick et al. 2012). For example, participants were more
persuaded by weak arguments for a proposed policy
change after writing about an amusing memory than after
writing about a neutral, awe-inspiring, or loving memory
(Griskevicius et al. 2010). One reason why amusement
reduces careful information processing could be because
humor appreciation is associated with high levels of
arousal (Martin 2007; Rothbart 1973), and consumers are
more likely to rely on heuristics or low-level processing
when positively aroused (Sanbonmatsu and Kardes 1988).
Humor appreciation could also reduce careful information
processing by triggering a positive mood, which tends to
decrease effortful information processing (Bless et al.
1990). The finding that participants who were amused
processed arguments in a communication less carefully
than participants who experienced awe (which is associated
with a serious appraisal yet high arousal/positive valence;
Griskevicius et al. 2010) suggests a third possible process.
Humor appreciation causes consumers to appraise the situation as nonserious (i.e., benign) and thus as not requiring
careful scrutiny. Regardless of why humor appreciation
decreases scrutiny, the implication remains the same: a tendency to be less careful when appreciating humor may lead
to bad choices. For instance, a humorous phishing attempt
may cause a consumer to unintentionally click on an unsafe
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email link without considering the likelihood of malicious
content.
Creativity. Creative problem solving can help consumers make better decisions, especially when consumers face
constraints that inhibit conventional solutions (Burroughs
and Mick 2004; Dahl and Moreau 2007; Moreau and Dahl
2005). Amusement improves consumers’ mood, which in
turn facilitates novel and flexible thought patterns
(Fredrickson 1998; Isen, Daubman, and Nowicki 1987;
Isen et al. 1985). Studies regularly report a positive relationship between humor appreciation and creativity.
Teenagers who listened to a humorous record performed
better on the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking than a
control group (Ziv 1976). Similarly, employees reported
performing better on innovative and creative tasks when
their supervisor or team leader more frequently made them
laugh (Pundt 2015). Humor appreciation, however, does
not always boost creativity; its effect appears to depend on
humor style. Although hearing a comedian tell an aggressive joke improved people’s performance on the Torrance
Test of Creative Thinking, neither watching a humorous
cartoon nor hearing a comedian tell a self-defeating joke
improved test performance (Boyle and Stack 2014; Janes
and Olson 2015). More research is needed to better specify
for what types of comedy and in what types of situations
humor appreciation improves creativity. However, initial
evidence suggests that tuning into a humorous podcast or
scrolling through a comedic website may help consumers
discover new ways to locate a high-quality service, replace
a broken product, or balance their budget.
P4: Humor appreciation can help consumer decision making
by (a) enhancing memory for humorous marketplace information, and (b) helping people find creative solutions to
consumption-related problems.
P40 : Humor appreciation can hinder consumer decision
making by (a) reducing memory of nonhumorous marketplace information, and (b) reducing careful information
processing.

Humor Appreciation Influences Persistence
In order to reach a long-term, utilitarian goal, consumers
must persist toward their desired end state while avoiding
temptations (Baumeister 2002). As previously discussed,
humor appreciation is associated with high levels of
arousal (Martin 2007; Rothbart 1973). By increasing
arousal, humor appreciation may interfere with consumers’
ability to resist pleasurable but goal-inconsistent temptations (Fedorikhin and Patrick 2010). Consistently, one
study found that women who were trying to stick to a diet
ate more while watching a comedy clip than while watching a travelogue clip (Cools, Schotte, and McNally 1992).
Also, as discussed in the section on hedonic goals, humor appreciation improves consumers’ mood and makes
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consumption experiences more enjoyable. Because enjoyable tasks are less likely to deplete resources required for
self-control (Laran and Janiszewski 2011), experiencing
humor may, in some situations, increase persistence.
Consistently, participants in one experiment worked longer
to solve geometric puzzles and math problems if the
experimenters presented a comedic video between a depleting language exercise and the problem-solving task
(Cheng and Wang 2015). Similarly, students in a statistics
class performed better on their final exams if the instructor
interjected jokes throughout the lectures than if the instructor delivered the material in a humorless manner (Ziv
1988). Management scholars contend that including more
comedy in the workplace can improve productivity (Lyttle
2007; Romero and Cruthirds 2006). Consistent with the notion that humor appreciation can improve workplace performance, one study found that humor appreciation in
work meetings at a German manufacturing company was
positively associated with employee performance, a link
that was strongest for employees with less job security
(Lehmann-Willenbrock and Allen 2014). Another study
similarly found that employees are more engaged with
work when their bosses have a better sense of humor (Yam
et al. 2017).
In sum, although humor appreciation can facilitate persistence toward utilitarian consumption goals by making
the experience more enjoyable, humor appreciation can
also decrease persistence by increasing arousal. The literature, however, has yet to identify the variables that determine when each of these processes will prevail.
P5: Humor appreciation can increase persistence toward
long-term consumption goals by making goal pursuit more
enjoyable and less depleting.
P50 : Humor appreciation can decrease persistence towards
long-term consumption goals by increasing arousal.

Effects of Humor Appreciation and Comedy
Production on Health
An important utilitarian consumption goal is improving
(or at least maintaining) one’s health. Humor has long been
speculated to improve health—an idea that has proliferated
in the past four decades (Goldstein 1982). Books, articles,
and even a professional association (American Association
for Therapeutic Humor) tout the health benefits of laughter
and amusement (Martin 2001). The implications of this
claim are substantial: if humor appreciation and comedy
production facilitate health, then laughter and amusement
would provide an inexpensive way to improve health care,
speed recovery from ailments, and enhance wellness.
Physical Health. Scholars have suggested that humor
benefits physical health by boosting immune functioning
(Dillon, Minchoff and Baker 1986; Ruch 1993), reducing
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blood pressure (McGhee 1999), and even prolonging life
(Romundstad et al. 2016; Svebak, Romundstad, and
Holmen 2010). Studies have reported significant positive
correlations between sense of humor and (a) secretory
immunoglobulin-A (S-IgA), a chemical associated with
healthy immune functioning (Dillon et al. 1986); (b) recovery from cardiovascular disease (Lockwood and
Yoshumira 2014); and (c) survival rates for Norwegians
(Svebak, Romundstad, and Holmen 2010) and patients
with renal failure (Svebak, Kristoffersen, and Aasarød
2006). Yet other studies have failed to find a relationship
between sense of humor and the frequency or severity of
colds (McClelland and Cheriff 1997), levels of S-IgA
(Lefcourt et al. 1990), and blood pressure (Lefcourt et al.
1997). Some studies even report negative correlations between sense of humor and life expectancy (Friedman et al.
1993; Martin et al. 2002).
There are several plausible explanations for the inconsistent correlational results. One is that comedy type likely
moderates the effects of humor appreciation and comedy
production on physical health. We expect that appreciating
and producing self-enhancing and affiliative comedy is
more likely to boost physical health than appreciating and
producing aggressive and self-defeating comedy, although
we are not aware of studies that have measured physical
health after experimentally manipulating humor style.
Another reason for the inconsistent results is that
humor’s effects on physical health are likely indirect. For
instance, humor appreciation may indirectly boost health
by improving mood, which in turn tends to enhance the immune function (Stone et al. 1987), mitigate depressive
symptoms (Chang and Farrehi 2001; Diener and Seligman
2002), reduce the intensity of felt pain (Bruehl et al. 1993),
and speed cardiovascular recovery from stressors
(Fredrickson and Levenson 1998). Humor appreciation and
comedy production may also enhance health by helping
consumers build healthy relationships and other valuable
social resources (Martin 2007), a possibility that we discuss in the section on social goals. Pending further research, the only conclusion that currently seems warranted
is that adding humor to consumption experiences can indirectly benefit physical health by increasing positive emotions and social support.
P6: Humor appreciation can indirectly improve consumers’
physical health by increasing (a) positive emotions and (b)
social support.

Mental Health. Evidence of how humor appreciation
and comedy production influence mental health is equivocal. Some studies report benefits of comedy production.
For example, training patients in comedy production improved rehabilitation for schizophrenic patients (Cai et al.
2014) and improved self-esteem for patients with a variety
of mental illnesses (Rudnick et al. 2014). But other studies

failed to find effects of humorous interventions (e.g., funny
movies, laughter-inducing exercises) on the mental health
of undergraduate students (White and Camarena 1989), elderly residents in a long-term care facility (Adams and
McGuire 1986), or orthopedic surgery patients (Rotton and
Shats 1996). Correlational studies assessing the relationship between sense of humor and mental health report inconsistent results; sense of humor is correlated with some
measures of mental health but not others (Martin 2001,
2007).
The inconsistent relationship between humor and mental
health is partially due to different types of comedy having
different effects on mental health. Although trait measures
of affiliative and self-enhancing humor styles are associated with lower levels of anxiety and depression, trait
measures of a self-defeating humor style are associated
with worse mental health (Frewen et al. 2008; Kuiper et al.
2004; Martin et al. 2003; Saroglou and Scariot 2002).
Humor appreciation and comedy production also influence some aspects of mental health more than others.
Sense of humor is more closely linked to self-esteem and
depression, which have a strong emotional component,
than dementia or autism (Kuiper and Martin 1993; Martin
2007). Additionally, and consistent with humor appreciation helping consumers reappraise negative experiences as
being benign, having a good sense of humor is associated
with feeling less anxiety and stress after traumatic experiences (Henman 2001; Monahan 2015). For example, bereaved people who regularly laugh experience less grief,
lower levels of distress, and increased enjoyment compared
to bereaved people who appreciate humor less frequently
(Keltner and Bonanno 1997; Lund et al. 2009). Similarly,
laughter therapy significantly decreased mood disturbances
and increased the self-esteem of cancer patients (Kim et al.
2015) and increased the life satisfaction of depressed
women (Shahidi et al 2011).
In sum, humor doesn’t unilaterally improve mental
health, but there is evidence that appreciating and producing positive styles of comedy boost aspects of mental
health that are closely tied to coping and emotional functioning. Thus, consumers suffering from depression, low
self-esteem, or temporary stressors may benefit from joking and laughing in a light-hearted, affiliative manner.
However, consumers seeking mental health benefits should
stick to comedy that is relatively benevolent and prosocial
(e.g., puns, cat memes) rather than edgy or disparaging
(e.g., teasing, “yo’ mama” jokes). Because existing studies
cannot determine whether positive comedy boosts mental
health or if mentally healthy people are simply more likely
to produce and appreciate positive styles of comedy, experimental research is needed to test whether producing and
appreciating positive comedy causes improvements in
mental health. Despite the limitations of existing research,
evidence points toward an intriguing possibility: selfenhancing and affiliative comedy might complement
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Prozac, spiritual quests, therapy sessions, and other
mental-health-enhancing products that help stave off depression and anxiety.
P7: Humor appreciation and comedy production are more
likely to benefit mental health when consumers (a) are
struggling with disorders that have a strong emotional component (e.g., depression, anxiety disorders, and low
self-esteem but not psychosis or dementia) and (b) have a
self-enhancing or affiliative (but not aggressive or selfdefeating) humor style.

HUMOR EFFECTS ON SOCIAL GOALS
Consumers buy, use, and display a constellation of products in an attempt to influence others, gain status, secure
friendships, attract mates, raise children, and attain a range
of other social goals (Burnkrant and Cousineau 1975;
Durante et al. 2011; Griskevicius, Tybur, Van den Bergh
2010; Kornrich and Furstenberg 2013). Consumers are far
more likely to produce comedy and appreciate humor
when accompanied by relatives, friends, acquaintances, or
even strangers than when alone (Martin 2007; Martin and
Kuiper 1999; Provine 2000). Given the social nature of humor, it is unsurprising that comedy production influences
consumers’ ability to persuade others, and that both humor
appreciation and comedy production influence consumers’
ability to form, build, and maintain relationships. The literature suggests a number of ways in which comedy production influences persuasion goals, but whether and when
inspiring laughter helps consumers influence others
remains unclear. The literature on when and how humor
helps consumers navigate social relationships is more consistent, thereby suggesting that humor can potentially influence the effectiveness of products (clothing, watches,
flowers, etc.), services (restaurants, country clubs, dating
apps, etc.), and activities (sports, music, travel, etc.) that
consumers use to bond with others, craft an identity, impress a romantic partner, build a family, or attain other social goals.

Comedy Production Influences Communication
Effectiveness
Although most research on humorous persuasive
attempts is in the area of advertising (Eisend 2009; Gulas
and Weinberger 2006), consumers are not simply passive
recipients of comedic messages articulated by others.
Consumers cajole friends to go out on the town and coax
salespeople into giving them a better deal. The growth of
social media allows consumers not just to communicate
with one another (e.g., blogs, Reddit) but to provide feedback, requests, and gripes to purveyors of products and
services. In all of these examples, consumers want to persuade others. To do so, they generally need to construct
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messages that (a) attract attention, (b) are believable, (c)
seem important, and (d) evoke positive rather than negative
emotions. Because there is less research related to how or
when humor appreciation influences others, our discussion
focuses only on the effects of a comedy production on
persuasion.
Attracting Attention. Consumers can produce comedy
in order to attract attention to their communications. For
example, consumer complaints are more likely to be shared
on Facebook and rated as helpful on Amazon when the
complaint is humorous rather than serious (McGraw,
Warren, and Kan 2015). Humorous stimuli attract attention, both because they are arousing and because they are
incongruous (proposition 4a; Gulas and Weinberger 2006;
Madden and Weinberger 1982; Strick et al. 2010).
Importantly, however, just as humor appreciation improves
memory for humorous stimuli at the expense of nonhumorous stimuli (Schmidt 1994), comedy production is likely
to attract attention only toward the humorous aspects of a
communication (Strick et al. 2010). Thus, comedy production will help consumers craft effective communications
only when the comedy is integral, or related to, the focal
message the consumer hopes to communicate, not when
the comedy is incidental to the focal message. For example, a blogger who wants to tell others about a great new
band may attract readers by beginning a blog entry with a
hilarious cat meme, but such unrelated comedy won’t draw
attention to the band.
Message Acceptance. Literature suggests that the audience of a message is more likely to believe (and less likely
to counterargue) humorous than nonhumorous claims
(Mukherjee and Dube 2012; Strick et al. 2012). As previously discussed, amused audiences are more likely to appraise a situation as benign and as requiring less scrutiny
(Griskevicius et al. 2010; McGraw and Warren 2010).
Thus, by making the audience more open to and less critical of information, producing comedic messages can be an
especially useful way to get an audience to accept information that they might otherwise find too threatening
(Conway and Dube 2002; Nabi, Moyer-Guse, and Byrne
2007; Yoon 2015). For example, participants reported
more positive attitudes toward sunscreen after viewing an
ad highlighting the risks of skin cancer when the ad also included a humorous cartoon (Mukherjee and Dube 2012).
Similarly, participants were less likely to counterargue a
program presenting the risks of unplanned pregnancy when
the program included humorous content than when the humorous content was removed (Moyer-Guse et al. 2011).
Thus, consumers who want to criticize or give negative
feedback might find their audience more accepting of this
potentially threatening information if it is funny (an integral effect of comedy production). It is also possible that
joking about something before delivering the negative information could make the audience more likely to accept
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the message by triggering a general benign appraisal, but
there is little evidence on whether or not incidental comedy
production increases acceptance.
Perceived Importance. In addition to attracting attention and being accepted, effective communications must
seem important. Because amusement triggers an appraisal
that a stimulus is benign, comedy production can prevent
an audience from taking a message seriously (McGraw,
Schiro, and Fernbach 2015). Although an audience was
less likely to counterargue messages on drug legalization,
gun control, and unplanned pregnancy, it also rated these
issues as being less relevant and serious when the messages
included humorous content (Moyer-Guse et al. 2011; Nabi
et al. 2007). Similarly, problems addressed by public service announcements (PSAs) seemed less important for
funny versions of the PSA (McGraw, Schiro, and Fernbach
2015), just as complaints about a product or service seemed
less urgent when the complaints were humorous rather
than serious (McGraw, Warren, and Kan 2015). The finding that humorous information seems less serious suggests
that integral comedy production may trivialize a topic.
Because amusement evokes a benign appraisal, it is possible that joking about something unrelated to the focal message (i.e., incidental comedy production) similarly
decreases the extent to which any information seems important, but evidence thus far is limited to integral effects.
Emotional Reactions. Communications tend to be
more persuasive when they evoke more positive emotions
and less negative emotions (Holbrook and Batra 1987;
Pham, Geuens, and Pelsmacker 2013). Humorous messages increase positive emotional reactions in the audience
(i.e., mood enhancement), which enhances persuasion
(Eisend 2011)—especially for an audience unable or unwilling to carefully process information (Zhang 1996;
Zhang and Zinkhan 2006). However, research suggests that
humorous stimuli may simultaneously evoke negative
emotions in addition to laughter and amusement
(Hemenover and Schimmack 2007; McGraw and Warren
2010; Warren and McGraw 2016a). Humor appreciation is
linked not only to the relatively positive appraisal that
something is nonserious or benign, but also to the potentially negative appraisal that something is incongruous or
even threatening (Alden et al. 2000; McGraw et al. 2012;
Warren and McGraw 2016b). Consequently, consumers
who joke in a party invitation or a work email risk evoking
discomfort or offense in addition to laughter and amusement (Warren and McGraw 2016a). For example, when
trying to be funny rather than creative or persuasive, experimental participants wrote messages that caused readers to
feel both more amusement and more negative feelings
(Warren and McGraw 2013). Because the persuasiveness
of the message depended more on the extent to which the
audience experienced negative feelings than the extent to
which they felt amused, messages intended to be humorous
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were less effective than messages intended to be creative
or persuasive (Warren and McGraw 2013).
Whether comedy production results in more persuasive
messages that evoke strictly positive feelings or less persuasive messages that evoke both positive and negative
feelings depends on the type of comedy produced (Warren
and McGraw 2016a). For example, a humorous picture of a
car accident led to more favorable attitudes toward the advertising brand when the ad’s headline used affiliative
comedy (“everybody drives like an idiot sometimes”) than
when it used aggressive, sexist comedy (“everyone drives
like a woman sometimes”; Warren and McGraw 2016a).
Thus, consumers should be mindful of how they craft
funny messages, as disparaging comedy might amuse an
audience but fail to persuade them.
P8: Comedy production can increase consumers’ ability to
persuade others by (a) attracting attention to the humorous
parts of a communication, (b) reducing the likelihood of the
audience critically evaluating the communication, and (c)
inducing positive emotions in the audience.
P80 : Comedy production can decrease consumers’ ability to
persuade others by (a) distracting the audience from the nonhumorous parts of a communication, (b) making a message
seem less important, and (c) inducing negative emotions in
the audience.

Humor Appreciation, Social Skills, and
Relationships
Research on play suggests a connection between humor
appreciation and an ability to effectively interact with
others. The most common sources of laughter in nonhuman
animals and small children are playful activities, including
mock fights, chasing games, and tickle attacks (Gervais
and Wilson 2005; Martin 2007). Ethological studies demonstrate that chimpanzees laugh during chasing games and
rough-and-tumble play in order to sustain and prolong social activity with a playmate (Davila-Ross et al. 2011;
Matsusaka 2004). Notably, animals that are denied the opportunity to appreciate humor in the form of play are more
likely to become overly defensive when approached by another animal and have difficulty during both cooperative
(e.g., sex) and competitive (e.g., defending a piece of
meat) social interactions later in life (Pellegrini 1995;
Pellis and Pellis 2007). Consistent with these findings,
Weisfeld (1993) proposes that appreciating humor similarly gives humans an opportunity to practice social skills
that they can later use to effectively explore socially taboo
topics, engage in playful competition, and regulate the behavior of other group members, a hypothesis consistent
with the “broaden and build” theory of positive emotion
(Fredrickson 1998). Although both theory and preliminary
findings suggest that humor appreciation helps consumers
develop social competencies, the specific nature of these
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competencies is unclear. The literature has similarly not
identified how humor appreciation improves social competencies or whether the effect depends on the type of
comedy.
Researchers from a variety of fields suggest that shared
humor appreciation builds and solidifies relationships.
Enjoying one another’s jokes can help maintain social harmony and relationship stability (Radcliffe-Brown 1940).
Laughter similarly helps adult humans bond by enabling
communication in larger group sizes (Dezecache and
Dunbar 2012) and reassuring reciprocal support, especially
in the face of novel or potentially threatening situations
(Shiota et al. 2004). Ethnographic studies of tourist experiences (e.g., touring a Civil War battlefield) conclude that
joking and experiencing amusement during a shared activity increases a sense of community among consumers
(Mitas, Yarnal, and Chick 2012). A diary study analogously revealed that people who report laughing more during a social interaction with others experienced greater
intimacy and enjoyment in subsequent interactions with
the same person (Kashdan et al. 2014). Lab experiments
similarly found that student participants liked and reported
more romantic interest in one another after engaging in humorous tasks (e.g., discussing jokes, playing charades
while speaking a nonsense language) rather than similarly
pleasant but nonhumorous tasks (e.g., discussing school,
playing charades while speaking English; Treger et al.
2013). Finally, a field study found that shared appreciation
of disparaging jokes helped solidify community and sense
of togetherness for employees during a six-week executive
development class (Terrion and Ashforth 2002).
There are several possible mechanisms by which humor
appreciation could help consumers develop social skills
and build relationships. Humor appreciation improves consumers’ mood, which motivates the development of more
relationships, more satisfying relationships, and more supportive relationships (Diener and Seligman 2002;
Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener 2005). Consumers may
thus be more likely to strike up a conversation with strangers in line for a new iPhone if they hear an amusing song
playing in the background because the funny song makes
them feel better. A second mechanism by which humor appreciation could facilitate social goals is by signaling an interest in and openness to others. Laughter, the behavioral
component of humor appreciation, communicates interest
and invites continued interaction (Matsusaka 2004;
Provine 2000). A child who laughs regularly during school
recess will likely be approached by more classmates and
engage in more frequent social interactions. The volume of
interactions and potential partners would increase the number of relationships the child forms and his social competencies. A third mechanism is that humor appreciation
helps consumers appraise the social environment as safe or
benign, which could in turn increase self-disclosure, a critical determinant of relational development (Berscheid and
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Reis 1998). One experiment found that watching 10
minutes of stand-up comedy led participants to disclose
more intimate information to others than participants who
watched a nonhumorous video about golf (Gray,
Parkinson, and Dunbar 2015). Relatedly, the safe or benign
appraisal associated with humor appreciation may help
consumers accept differences in opinions, beliefs, or values, thereby making it easier for people with different
backgrounds and ideologies to get along (Mulkay 1988).
The idea that humor appreciation makes consumers more
accepting of social and ideological differences is consistent
with the finding that humor makes consumers more accepting of persuasive arguments (Griskevicius et al. 2010;
Mukherjee and Dube 2012).
In sum, there are several plausible processes by which
sharing an amusing story, watching a funny movie together, or simply observing a random comedic event (e.g.,
a flash mob) tends to help consumers build social competencies and stronger relationships, but additional research
is needed to better identify when each of these processes
occurs.
P9: Humor appreciation can help consumers develop social
competencies and strengthen relationships with others who
share in the humorous experience by (a) motivating them to
interact with others, (b) signaling interest in others, (c) increasing their willingness to disclose information about
themselves, and (d) increasing their tolerance for
disagreement.

Comedy Production and Social Goals
Research suggests that comedy production can improve
consumers’ social lives by making them more attractive relationship partners and helping them navigate potentially
contentious interactions, but the mechanisms and boundary
conditions for these effects differ.
Relationship Attractiveness. A variety of evidence suggests that producing comedy tends to make consumers
more attractive relationship partners. Comedy production
is among the most important interpersonal characteristics
people look for in others (Butzer and Kuiper 2008).
Consistently, consumers who successfully make others
laugh have an easier time attracting friends and romantic
partners (McGee and Shelvin 2009). In one study, participants who scored high on Humor Orientation (which measures people’s inclination to produce comedy) reported
being less lonely and were seen as more attractive by
others (Wanzer, Booth-Butterfield, and Booth-Butterfield
1996). In other experiments, participants who told funny
jokes earned more status and esteem than people who did
not attempt to produce comedy (Bitterly et al. 2017).
Conversely, children rated by their peers as lacking a sense
of humor were less respected and less likely to be invited
to social events than children who regularly produce
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comedy (Sherman 1985). Field studies confirm that producing humor can be an effective way to cultivate different
types of relationships. In one study, humorous invitations
increased attendance at social events (e.g., a clambake) but
not at business events (e.g., a zoning referendum; Scott
et al. 1990). In a different study, a male confederate had
more success getting the phone number of women at a bar
when the women overheard the confederate telling, rather
than listening to, humorous jokes (Gueguen 2010).
Another study found that when male and female strangers
conversed for 10 to 12 minutes, the males’ humor production was associated with the female partners’ dating interest (Hall 2015). Collectively, research suggests that
making others laugh during collective consumption experiences, such as dinner parties, dates, or even waiting in line
at the supermarket, can boost a consumer’s appeal as both
a friend and mate.
There are several reasons why producing comedy makes
consumers more attractive relationship partners. One
mechanism is indirect; producing comedy triggers humor
appreciation in the audience, which, as discussed in the
previous section, makes the audience more interested in
and open to forming a relationship with the comedy producer. Comedy production may also make a consumer
more attractive by signaling interest in another person. For
example, observers thought that speed daters were more romantically interested in their partners when the dater initiated humorous, as opposed to engaging but nonhumorous,
conversation (Li et al. 2009). Finally, comedy production
may increase attractiveness by signaling intelligence, a
trait valued in relationship partners (Greengross and Miller
2011).
Whether telling a good joke or posting a humorous tweet
helps make a consumer more attractive depends on the
type of comedy produced. In general, producing affiliative
and self-enhancing comedy is more likely to make a consumer attractive than producing negative comedy (Kuiper
et al. 2004; Martin et al. 2003; Saroglou and Scariot 2002).
The effects of producing negative comedy, on the other
hand, may depend on the specific impression that the consumer wants to make on others. Because aggressive humor
involves demeaning another person, telling disparaging
jokes may be an effective way to signal dominance and status, but is less likely to help a consumer make friends.
Conversely, making a self-defeating joke may help a consumer seem friendlier, but is less likely to boost the consumer’s esteem or mate value.
Managing Conflict. In addition to making consumers
more attractive relationship partners, producing comedy
can also mitigate social conflict. Comedy production can
help consumers save face and relieve tension during potentially embarrassing or contentious situations (Martin 2007),
forge bonds with people who have shared a similar negative experience (Cooper 2005), and express criticism
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without seeming offensive or inappropriate (Smith,
Harrington, and Neck 2000). For example, consumers who
complain about a product are liked more when the complaint is humorous than when it uses a strictly negative
tone (McGraw, Warren, and Kan 2015). Comedy production may also help consumers navigate contentious interactions, like negotiations (Kurtzberg, Naquin, and Belkin
2009). O’Quin and Aronoff (1981), for example, found
that negotiation offers were more likely to be accepted
when a humorous comment (“I’ll throw in my pet frog”)
accompanied the offer.
Several mechanisms suggest how comedy production
could help consumers navigate conflict. Because humor
appreciation involves an appraisal that the situation is safe
or benign, producing comedy could help relax the audience
as well as make them more open to working out a disagreement. Another possibility is that amusing others boosts the
audience’s mood, which both makes them more likely to
identify a creative solution that satisfies both parties and
more interested in building a relationship with the person
who made them laugh. More research is needed to identify
the reason or reasons why making others laugh can help
consumers deescalate an argument, bond over a shared
tragedy, express criticism, and negotiate better outcomes.
A noteworthy boundary condition of these effects is that
producing comedy is far more likely to help consumers
navigate potentially contentious interactions when they
produce positive rather than negative comedy (Kuiper
et al. 2004; Martin et al. 2003; Saroglou and Scariot 2002).
Whereas people who frequently produce affiliative comedy
report having more effective social interactions (Miczo,
Averbeck, and Mariani 2009), an aggressive style of comedy production tends to reduce, rather than facilitate, social
cohesion. Comedy production is common in ridicule and
bullying (Keltner et al. 2001), and attempts to produce
comedy—even well-meaning ones—can elicit negative
responses ranging from mild annoyance to extreme outrage
(Beard 2008; McGraw and Warner 2014; Smeltzer and
Leap 1988). As a result, consumers who produce comedy,
particularly of the aggressive variety, may find that they
are unintentionally harming others (Martin 2007).
Comedy production can also be used to intentionally
harm or condone the harming of members of an out-group
or minority (Ford and Ferguson 2004). For example, a
qualitative study found that Australian men used homophobic jokes to discourage homosexual behavior (McCann,
Plummer, and Minichiello 2010). Those with this “cavalier
humor style” may justify insensitive, derogatory, racist, or
sexist comments by claiming that the comment is “just a
joke” or that the victim lacks a sense of humor (Hodson,
Rush, and MacInnis 2010). Not surprisingly, negative
styles of comedy production also tend to be less successful
at helping consumers cope with social conflict. For example, couples who produce more aggressive and less affiliative comedy during conflict-resolution discussions were
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less satisfied with relationships and felt further from one
another (Campbell, Martin, and Ward 2008).
In sum, there is growing evidence that specific styles of
comedy production help consumers attract relationship
partners and manage social conflict, although research is
needed to clarify the mechanisms driving the effects. This
research has particular relevance to the vast online dating
consumer segment, where a funny joke and a shared laugh
can help daters attract successful matches and alleviate the
uncertainty and discomfort associated with many first
dates.
P10: Producing affiliative and self-enhancing comedy helps
consumers (a) seem like more attractive and desirable relationship partners, and (b) cope with potentially stressful,
contentious, and threatening social interactions.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
By organizing research questions around the factors that
are likely to mediate (mood vs. appraisal vs. signaling) and
moderate (humor efficacy, humor style, goal type) the
effects of humor appreciation and comedy production on
consumers, our framework can help researchers explore
new questions related to humor in other research domains.
For example, how does humor appreciation influence consumers’ likelihood to take risks, how and when does producing comedy make consumers appear more trustworthy
(Kurtzberg et al. 2009), do different comedy styles signal
different levels of interest or intention in forming relationships (Martin et al. 2003), and does appreciating humor alter whether consumers interpret their decisions as
reflecting goal commitment or goal progress (Fishbach and
Dhar 2005)?
Because humor appreciation and comedy production often help consumers reach their consumption goals, another
important area for future research will be to investigate
methods for enhancing humor appreciation and comedy
production. Can consumers learn to laugh more easily?
Can they become funnier? We are encouraged by evidence
that positive psychological states (e.g., gratitude, mindfulness, and curiosity) can be increased over time through
cognitive reframing, reflection, experimentation, and practice (Brown and Ryan 2003; Lyubomirsky et al. 2011). We
similarly suspect that the ability to produce humor can be
acquired like other skills. For example, comedians typically become funnier as they learn their craft. There are
few world-class 18-year-old comedians, yet plenty of 38year-old ones. Comedy production, like most complex
skills (e.g., music, mathematics, public speaking), takes
time, practice, the motivation to perform, an opportunity to
express oneself, and feedback (Kanfer and Ackerman
1989). However, skills tend to improve most when effective instruction complements experience.
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We encourage researchers to develop interventions to
help consumers better produce comedy and appreciate humor. We see at least three interrelated types of interventions. One type of intervention could attempt to increase
consumers’ motivation to be funny and to seek out humorous consumption experiences. For example, recording
instances in which they laugh or make others laugh might
increase the likelihood that consumers attend to humorous
stimuli and, thus, appreciate humor in their everyday lives
(Gander et al. 2013). A second type of intervention could
attempt to increase consumers’ knowledge and understanding of what makes things funny. For example, might lessons on different humor theories (incongruity, superiority,
arousal, benign violation, etc.) help consumers make others
laugh? Given that appreciating and producing positive
styles of comedy are more likely to help consumers
reach their goals, a third type of intervention could
attempt to nudge consumers toward using affiliative and
self-enhancing rather than aggressive or self-defeating
comedy—for example, exercises that help consumers
make light of shared misfortunes or general absurdities
rather than misfortunes or flaws in themselves or specific
others. Investigating the potential for enhancing humor appreciation and comedy production represents a new frontier
for improving consumer welfare.

CONCLUSION
Building on the perspective that consumption is a process of goal pursuit (Holbrook 1987; Van Osselaer and
Janiszewski 2012), we present 10 propositions about how
humor appreciation and comedy production influence the
attainment of consumers’ hedonic, utilitarian, and social
goals. Our review suggests that humor appreciation and
comedy production do not unilaterally benefit consumers,
but, when wielded with care, can make certain consumption experiences more effective. Experiencing humor generally facilitates hedonic goals by boosting positive
emotion and helping the consumer overcome stress and
anxiety, makes utilitarian pursuits more enjoyable, boosts
aspects of mental health, and helps consumers bond and
strengthen relationships. There are also situations in which
comedy production lifts emotions, reduces pain, and helps
consumers build and maintain relationships. However, consumers need to be selective about how, when, and where
they use humor, as the effects of humor appreciation and
comedy production on goal pursuit depend on the consumer’s goal and the type of comedy, not to mention a variety
of contextual variables that the literature is only beginning
to understand. Playing an amusing board game like
Pictionary or Cards Against Humanity may help consumers overcome excessive anxiety or low self-esteem, but no
amount of laughter is going to heal a severed artery.
Moreover, the ability of comedy production to help
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consumers hinges on the consumers’ ability to successfully
amuse their audience. In sum, humor appreciation and
comedy production are understudied processes that, when
leveraged in the right way, can help consumers reach their
goals and, ultimately, improve their well-being.
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